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2.1Cross section of a coupled strip-slot structure.
2.2Cross section of coupled strips with ground plane slots.
3.1Cross sections of some typical fin lines: (a) unilateral asymmetric coupled
two-slot, (b) unilateral symmetric coupled three-slot, (c) bilateral
asymmetric coupled two-slot, and (d) bilateral symmetric coupled three-
slot structures.
3.2The normalized wavelength XJX0 and the characteristic impedance 4 of
the even mode vs. the number of basis functions (er=2.22, d=0.254,
h1=3.556,w1= w2 =0.2, pi=1.578,p2=1.978,f=33GHz,
waveguide=WR-28, length unit: mm).
3.3The normalized wavelength X/X0 and the characteristic impedance Z of a
fin line with a centered slot vs. the number of summation terms (er=2.22,
d=0.254, h1=3.556, w=0.2, f=33GHz, waveguide=WR-28, length unit:
mm).
3.4(a) X/X0, (b) voltage ratio, and (c) impedance Z1 of a unilateral
asymmetric coupled two-slot fin line as a function of frequency with Cr
and w1 as parameters (h1=3.556, d=0.254, w2=1.5w1, P1= 1.678-
0.5w1, p2=1.878+0.5w2, length unit: mm)
3.5(a) X/Xo, (b) voltage ratio, and (c) impedance Z1 of a unilateral
asymmetric coupled two-slot fin line as a function of frequency with d as
a parameter (er=2.22, h1=3.556, w1 =0.2, w2=0.3, pi=1.578, p2=2.028,
length unit: mm).
3.6(a) X/Xo, (b) voltage ratio, and (c) impedance Z1 of a unilateral
asymmetric coupled two-slot fin line as a function of the lateral
displacement of the substrate with the slot separation s as a parameter
(Er=2.22,d=0.254 w2=0.3, pi=1.778-0,5(s+wi),
P2=1.778+0.5(s+w2), f=33GHz, length unit: mm).
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COUPLED SLOT AND STRIP-SLOT STRUCTURES
1. INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades, significant progress has been made in the area of very-
large-scale-integrated (VLSI) circuit technology. The packing density of transistors
and the corresponding decrease in the intrinsic gate delay have been continuously
advanced, whereas the minimum feature size of transistors in VLSI circuits has been
dramatically reduced. However, the improvement of VLSI system performance has
been hampered by the inadequate development in electronic packaging and
interconnection technologies. With the advancement of the minimum feature size
towards submicron dimension and the integration of a large number of transistors on a
single microprocessor, on-chip and chip-to-chip interconnections are increasingly
important in determining the operating speed, power consumption, and size of digital
systems [1]. In a high-speed digital system, it is necessary to treat the interconnects
between circuit elements as transmission lines. Inevitably, reflection, crosstalk, and
distortion of pulse signals are of great importance in the interconnection design.
On the other hand, microwave technology has been advancing with the same
pace as the VLSI circuit technology. Small and inexpensive microwave integrated
circuits (MICs) have replaced once bulky and costly waveguide and coaxial structures
in many applications at microwave frequencies [2]. The future development in MIC
technology is leaning towards smaller size, lower cost, lighter weight, and higher
integration. Therefore, monolithic MICs (MMICs), where all circuit components are2
grown on a single substrate, are playing an important role in microwave circuit
applications.
The development in VLSI circuits and (M)MICs now is in such a crucial stage
that accurate modeling of passive as well as active structures is a must in designing
high performance VLSI circuits and (M)MICs. This is due to the fact that tuning a
circuit after fabrication is too costly, if not impossible, to be practical. Therefore, a
computer-aided design (CAD) tool which provides accurate characterizations of both
passive and active components in the circuits is essential in VLSI circuit and (M)MIC
design.
Abreast with the progress made in VLSI circuits and (M)MICs, various
mathematical techniques [3] and CAD tools have been developed to accurately model
the passive and active structures in VLSI circuits and (M)MICs. Among the
techniques used in modeling the passive structures, the spectral domain method is one
of the most preferred and the most widely used methods in recent years. The method
is relatively simple, powerful, and computationally efficient when properly
implemented. But it is limited, in general, to well-shaped structures which have only
infinitely thin conductors [2]. However, the metalization thicknesscan be taken into
account by using a modified spectral domain method [4, 5] or other methods such as
the modal analysis method [6].
Passive structures such as microstrip lines, coplanar waveguides, fin lines, and
slot lines have been widely studied [7, 8], but the available results for the coupled
slot and the coupled strip-slot structures are either inadequate or unsuitable to fully
characterize the structures from a circuit designer's point of view. It is therefore
necessary to have a further study on the coupled slot and the coupled strip-slot
structures.3
Modal analysis is introduced in Chapter 2 to formulate solutions for a coupled
strip-slot structure. In the analysis, the method of separation of variables is employed
to solve the scalar Helmholtz equation for the x-component of the electric and
magnetic fields. The other components of the electric and magnetic fields are derived
from the governing Maxwell equations in terms of the x-component. The solution for
the Helmholtz equation together with the boundary conditions leads to the dyadic
Green's function, which relates the tangential currents and electric fields to the slot
fields and the strip currents. The application of the Galerkin method yields a set of
algebraic equations. Setting the determinant of the algebraic equations equal tozero
results in solutions for the propagation constants ata given frequency. The power
corresponding to the propagation constants is then calculated in terms of the electric
and magnetic fields. The coupling power between the strip line and the slot line and
the power propagating on each line need to be identified for the impedance
calculation. The analysis can be readily extended to coupled slot line structures and
coupled strip line structures.
Also presented in Chapter 2 is a quasi-TEM analysis of the coupled strip-slot
structure by the spectral domain method. The Laplace equation is simplified to a
homogeneous ordinary differential equation by using the Fourier transform. Again,
the solution of the equation together with the boundary conditions leads to the Green's
function, which relates potentials to the unknown charge distributions. The charge
distributions are expanded in terms of known functions with unknown coefficients
which are to be determined by using the Galerkin method. The computation of the
capacitances of the strips in a coupled strip-slot structure isan easy task, once the
charge distributions are found. The inductances, the characteristic impedances, and
the propagation constants are computed with the knowledge of the capacitances.4
In Chapter 3, different impedance definitions for coupled transmission lines
are discussed in terms of their usefulness in microwave circuit design. The
convergence of the modal analysis is checked in terms of the basis functions, which
are used to expand the electric fields on slots, and the summation terms used in the
analysis. The impedance characteristics of various unilateral as well as bilateral fin
line structures are systematically studied by using the normal mode impedance
definition for the first time. Design examples are given to illustrate the applications of
the coupled fin lines in directional couplers.
The characteristics of the coupled strip-slot structure are detailed in Chapter 4.
There are two fundamental normal modes in the structure: the strip (c) mode where
the total power is dominated by the power from the strip line and the slot (7c) mode
where the total power is mainly contributed by the power from the slot line. An
assumption has been made that the ratio of the coupling power contributed by the
strip line to the total coupling power in the strip mode is equal to that of the coupling
power contributed by the slot line to the total coupling power in the slot mode. The
symmetry of the impedance matrix of the structure in a lossless, linear, and isotropic
medium is guaranteed under this assumption.
The results for the propagation characteristics of the multiconductor quasi-
TEM modes of various coupled strip-slot structures are given in Chapter 5. Again, the
convergence of the quasi-TEM spectral domain analysis is checked in terms of the
basis functions, which approximate the charge distributions on the strip lines and the
ground plane conductors, and the summation terms used in the analysis. The results
are used in a SPICE circuit simulator to study the crosstalk reduction in digital
systems. The SPICE simulation and the experimental results show that ground plane
slots can reduce the far-end crosstalk in coupled interconnects.5
Conclusions are summarized in Chapter 6. In addition, suggestions for
possible future work are briefly discussed.6
2. ANALYSIS OF COUPLED STRIP-SLOT STRUCTURE
A general layered structure consisting of multiple strips and slots at various
interfaces can support a number of hybrid as well as quasi-TEM like modes. Placed in
the E-plane of a rectangular waveguide, slots can be referred as fin lines whereas the
strips can represent interconnects in a multilevel printed circuit board (PCB) structure.
Due to its wide single-mode bandwidth, low loss, ease of fabrication, and high
compatibility with other circuit elements [9], the fin line structure has been widely
used in millimeter-wave integrated circuits at lower millimeter-wave frequencies
since it was invented in the early 1970s [10]. The characteristics of single fin line
structures have been well documented [6, 8, 9, 11-17]. Attempts have been made to
characterize coupled fin line structures [6, 14, 18-21]. However, the availability of the
useful design parameters such as propagation constants and characteristic impedances
is basically limited to symmetric coupled fin line structures. Since asymmetric as well
as symmetric structures are important ones in the design of couplers, filters, and other
circuit components at millimeter-wave frequencies, a comprehensive study on them is
deemed necessary.
A coupled strip-slot structure provides more freedom in the design of couplers
and filters [20, 22-27] due to the fact that it consists of strip lines and fin lines at
different interfaces of substrates. The combination of strip lines and fin lines brings
many advantageous features to the coupled strip-slot structure. Useful frequency
dependent design information is only seen in the literature for the symmetric coupled
structure where the center of the strip line is aligned with that of the slot line.
Although the propagation characteristics of asymmetric and multiple coupled strip-
slot structures are readily obtainable, the impedance characteristics are either hardly
available or not useful in the design of the circuits.7
In order to find the characteristics of the coupled strip -slot structures, a
rigorous modal analysis is introduced in this chapter. It can be readily extended to the
coupled fin line and the coupled strip line structures. Due to the inherent difficulty of
the multiple coupled strip-slot structures, the useful frequency dependent impedance
characteristics are still not available to date. Therefore, it is valuable to find quasi-
TEM propagation and impedance characteristics of the multiple coupled strip-slot
structures for applications at lower microwave frequencies. The second part of this
chapter is devoted to a quasi-TEM spectral domain analysis [2, 28, 29] of the multiple
coupled strip-slot structures.
2.1 MODAL ANALYSIS
A coupled strip-slot structure is shown in Fig. 2.1. The substrate of thickness d
and relative dielectric constantc is assumed to be linear, isotropic, and lossless. In
addition, all conductors are considered to be ideal conductors of zero thickness. The
structure extends to infinity in the z-direction.
a
Fig. 2.1 Cross section of a coupled strip-slot structure.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the electromagneticwaves propagate in the
positive z-direction with an unknown propagation constant jf3 and have time8
dependence with an angular frequency co, i.e., the dependent factors of the
electromagnetic fields on z and t can be expressed as e-iPz and eicot, respectively.
Since the cross-section of the coupled strip-slot structure is non-uniform in the
x-direction, the electric and magnetic fields have discontinuities along the direction.
The x-components of the electric and magnetic fields, Ex and Hx, must satisfy the
Helmholtz wave equation:
EX
2a2
axea 2 [HR] y
(2.1)
where k =vocoen is the wave number, j.to is the free-space permeability, e0 is the
free-space permittivity, and Eni is the relative dielectric constant of region i (i = 1, 2,
3).
The tangential electric and magnetic fields on the surface of an ideal
conductor must satisfy the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions given by
Ex = 0 at y =0, b (2.2a)
aHx
_ o at y = 0, b. (2.2b)
ay
Applying the method of separation of variables to (2.1) leads to the solutions
for the x-components of electric and magnetic fields in three regions:
Ex1 = E Anicos[Yni(xhi)] sin(anY)
n=1
00
Hxl =Bnisin[ini(xh1)] COS(anY)
n=0
Ex2 = E [An2Sin(in2X)Atn2COS(yn2X)] sin(any)
n=1
Hx2 = E [Bn2cos(Yn2x) + Btn2sin(yn2x)] cos(any)
n=0
Ex3 =An3cos[Yn3(x + d + h2)] sin(any)
n=1
(2.3a)
(2.3b)
(2.3c)
(2.3d)
(2.3e)Hx3 = Bn3Sin[Yn3(X + d + h2)] COS(anY)
n=0
where the indexes in the subscript stand for thecorresponding regions and
7n1 = 7n3 = kx1 = kx3 (2.4a)
7n2= kx2 (2.4b)
kyi = ky2 = ky3 =an=7 (2.4c)
R2k2 ( i =1, 2, 3) (2.4d) "
here kxi and kyi are the separationconstants. The y- and z-components of the electric
and magnetic fields, which are derived from the Maxwellequations in terms of the x-
components Ex and Hx, are given by
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(2.31)
1ra2Ex
(2.5a)
alf),-1
(k2-kx2 i) Laxay az i
=
1ra2Hx aEx1
(2.5b)
(k2kxi) Laxay az
Ez= 1P2Ex+ jov,0al-'1 (2.5c)
(k2- kxi) Laxaz ay
Hz
1 ra2H),Job`
aExi
(2.5d)
(k2Ic.i) Laxaz ay _I.
Substituting (2.3) in (2.5) yields the expressions fory- and z-components of
electric and magnetic fields:
00
Ey1 =Snisin[Yni(xhi)] cos(any) (2.6a)
n=0
Hyi = Mn1COS[7n1(Xhi)] sin(any) (2.6b)
n=1
Ey2 = I [sn2cosNax) + s'n2sin(in2x)] cos(anY) (2.6c)
n=0
Hy2 =[Mn2sin(yr2x) + Min2cos(yn2x)] sin(any) (2.6d)
n=100
Ey3 =Sosin[Yn3(x + d + h2)] cos(any)
n=0
Hy3 =Mn3cos[7n3(x + d + h2)] sin(anY)
n=1
where
Sni 2
1
TnlanAn1COP003n1)
r32)
,
Sn2 2
1
li2anAn2041,013Bn2) (an +132)
S1n2 =2
1
Tn2anAtn2041.013BIn2)
+ 132)
Sn3 = Yn3anAn3(01-1,00Bn3) (a2
1
+ 132)
Mn1 =2 (0)C0r3An1anYn1Bn1)
(
1
a. + 02)
1
Mn2 2 (OkreOPAn2 + anYn2Bn2) (an + 132)
1
Mtn2 2 (WereOPAin2 anYn2Wn2) (an ± 02)
ti Mn3 =2 lOROPn3 anYn3Bn3) (
1
an +132)
and
00
Ezi = E CniSin[Ynl(Xh1)] Sin(anY)
n=1
Hzi =Dnicos[Yni(xh1)] cos(any)
n=0
Ez2 = iCn2cos(y,12x) + en2sin(Yn2x)] sin(any)
n=1
Hz2 = [Dn2Sill(Tn2X) + Din2COS(Yn2X)] cos(any)
n=0
Ez3 =Cn3sin[7n3(x + d + h2)] sin(any)
n=1
00
Hz3 =Dri3COS[in3(X + d + h2)] cos(any)
n=0
where
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(2.6e)
(2.60
(2.7a)
(2.7b)
(2.7c)
(2.7d)
(2.7e)
(2.70
(2.7g)
(2.7h)
(2.8a)
(2.8b)
(2.8c)
(2.8d)
(2.8e)
(2.81)11
.
Cra 2
1
J(P7n1An10--10anBn1) (2.9a)
(an + p2.)
1
2.9bCn2 2 10nn2 ) (a;3)
1 .
C'n2 =2 J(131n2A'n2(01-1.0anWn2) (2.9c)
(an + 132)
.
Cn3 =2
1
JP(R in3J-In3(01-10anBn3) (2.9d)
(an132)
Dn1
1
( 03e0anAn137n1Bn1) (2.9e)
(a,-;pz)
Dn2 2
1
WE0EranAn2 +137n2Bn2) (2.9f)
(an + 132)
D'n2 = 1 j(- WEOCranAln2f37n213'n2) (2.9g)
132)
.
Dn3=
1
J(- 0)60anAn313113Bn3) (2.9h)
(an + 132)
The boundary conditions at x = 0 require:
Hxt = Hx2
Eyl = Ey2.
The replacement of the corresponding field expressions in (2.10) leads to:
inl Ant = Ani
1n2
Bn2 = Bn1 sin(Ynthi)
(2.10a)
(2.10b)
(2.1 la)
(2.1 lb)
The boundary conditions at x = -d are given by
Ey2 = Ey3 (2.12a)
Ez2 = Ez3 (2.12b)
Hy2 Hy3 = Jzst (2.12c)
Hz2Hz3 = Jyst (2.12d)
where Jyst and Jzst are the y- and z-components of the strip current density. Replacing
the corresponding field expressions in (2.12) results inwhere
and
An3 =
13n3
A1,12 = FaiAn2 + 2Fa2(13Inz janrny)/(weob)
B',-,2 = Fb1Bn2 2Fb2(aninz + lilltny)/h
er2 7n3 tah(7n2d)tan(7n3h2) -1n2
Fal
12
(2.13a)
(2.13b)
(2.14a)
(2.14b)
(2.14c)
(2.14d)
(2.14e)
(2.14f)
(2.15a)
(2.15b)
er2 7113 tan(73h2) + 7n2tan(Yr2d)
yotan(1,3h2)
Fat
er2 7n3 COS(7n2d)tan(Yn3h2) + 7112 SIOYn2d)
1n37n2 tah(7n2d)tan(7n3h2)
Fbi
7113 tah(7n2d) +1112 tah(7n3h2)
tan(7n3h2)
Fb2
7n3 SM(in2d) + 7n2 COS(7n2d)tan(Yn3h2)
b
Inz = of Jzst sin(anY) dY
b
..f2 n=0
rny =I
o
f JystCOS(lanY) dy'11 n#01
7n2
[An2 COS(7n2d) + A'n2 sin(7n2d)l
7n3 slh(7n3h2)
1
[Bn2 COS(In2d) Wn2 SI11(7n2d)1
Sin(Yn3h2)
The y- and z-components of the electric field on the slot (x= 0) can be written as:
Eyi I x.0 = E,Snisin(yni hi) cos(any)
n=0
00
Ezi I x.0 =1Cnisin(7n1 hi) sih(anY)
n=1
The use of the orthogonality of the sinusoidal functions yields
b
\Tiny = 1 jr Eyllx=0 cos(anY) dy = t3'Snism(ini h1)
2 .
8 0
b
2 .
Vnz = di 13 Ezi I x.0 sin(any) dy =Cnism(yni hi). (2.17b)
(2.16a)
(2.16b)
(2.17a)13
Substituting Sn1 and Cn1 in (2.17) leads to the expressions for Ant and 13n1 in terms of
Viny and Vnz:
2 ocnVny +
An1bmnl sin(Ynihi)
Bn1= b044,0 sin(ynihi)
(2.18a)
(2.18b)
On the other hand, the boundary conditions of the magnetic field at x= 0 require:
Hyi Hy2 = Jzsl
HziHz2 = Jysl
(2.19a)
(2.19b)
where Jysl and Jzo are the y- and z-components of the current density on the fins at x =
0. The y- and z-components of the electric field at x= -d are
00
Eye = E [Sn2cos(Yn2d)Str2sin(Tn2d)lcos(anY)
n=0
00
Ez2 = [Cn2cos(yn2d)en2Sin(7n2d)1Sin(anY)-
n=1
(2.20a)
(2.20b)
Substituting the corresponding field components of the magnetic field and the
coefficients in (2.19) and (2.20) leads to the following expressions after some
algebraic manipulations:
b
[GliViny + G12Vnz + G13Inz + G14-rnyCOS(anY) =2 Jysl (2.21a)
n=0
[G21\rnyG22Vnz + G23inz + G24-linySin(anY) =Jzsl (2.21b)
n=1
[G31V'ny + G32Vnz + G33Inz + G341'nySin(any) = Ez2 I x=-d (2.21c)
n=1
[G41Viny + G42Vnz + G43Inz + G4411nyCOS(anY) = Ey2 I x=-d (2.21d)
n=0
where Gij (i,j = 1, 2, 3, 4) are Green's functions of the coupled strip-slot structure as
given byG11 2
1
[-P E O a
2
[
COt(Y n1h1)erFall
+
}32r
Yn1CO+/n11 1\ 2K bl1 I (an + 32) n1 Yn2410
1 cot(inihi) ElFbt, ad3r+, i, ,
+
11 G12 = 1 -0X0an13 I IT L In1COLl Inlnl) -1- Yn21:b11 I
(oci.,+
[32) mni Yn2 (0110
1 Di in G13 = - G24 = G31 = G42
(an
2
+ 132)ianPlerra2 + Yn2Fb2)
G14 = G41 1
2
FaYn2R2
+ 132)
(Er an}32 Fb2)
G21 = G12
2
1 COOn1h1)er2Fa1janr
G22
(al`;r32.)[10)eo[32 [ + an1COOYnlh1) + 7n2Fb1}
Ynl Yn2 (01-10
1
G23 = G32 =2±
Cr 132Fa2Yn2an Fb2) (an132)
1 .
sin(yn2d)(J
1327n2 2,\ G33 Fo2 - jovoanrb2)
fp) weo
1 yn2 G34 = G43 = an13 Sin(Yn2GA Fa2 + 041.0Fb2)
(a`n132) 0)60
1 an
rn2 G44 Sin(Yn2d)(j Fat j(0110P2Fb2)
(an 4- 132) (DEO
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(2.22a)
(2.22b)
(2.22c)
(2.22d)
(2.22e)
(2.22f)
(2.22g)
(2.22h)
(2.22i)
(2.22j)
The unknown slot fields, i.e., the electric fields at x = 0 and the unknown strip
current densities can, in general, be expressed in terms of known basis functions as
follows:
M
Eysi = Cm eym(Y)
m =0
M
Ezsi = dm ezm(y)
m=1
L
Jzst =fi izi(y)
1=0
Jyst = E gl jyi(Y)
1=1
P1- 0.5wi <_y S pi +0.5wi
P1- 0.5wi<y< p1 +0.5wi
Pt0.5wty < pt + 0.5wt
Pt0.5wty < Pt + 0.5wt
(2.23a)
(2.23b)
(2.23c)
(2.23d)15
where Cm, dm, f1, and gi are unknown coefficients to be determined and eym(y),
ezm(Y), jzI(Y), and jyi(y) are known functions to be chosen to approximate the slot
fields and the strip current densities.
Substituting (2.23) in (2.14) and (2.17) leads to
where
M
Vny = Gt./Ninny (2.24a)
m =0
M
V,,z = dmVnmz (2.24b)
m=1
L
I', = fi t.tz (2.24c)
1=1
L
Iny = 1iny (2.24d)
Pt+ 0.5wt
inz =J izi(y) sin(any) dy
pt0.5wt
1 1
Pt + 0.5wt
Inv
8 Pt
iyi(y) cos(any) dy
pl
0.5wt
+ 0.5w1
Vn, =1 eym(y) cos(any) dy
Pl0.5wi
+ 0.5wi
Vnn-lz = ezm(y) sin(any) dy.
8 P,0.5w1
Now, applying (2.24) to (2.21) results in
(2.25a)
(2.25b)
(2.25c)
(2.25d)
k k ,b
/ [ / ciGi1V-1,,y+ I, dpi2vinz+ I fkGoinz+ I gkGi4iny ]cos(any)= f Jysl(2.26a)
n=0 j=0 ij=1 k=0 k=1
b
I [ I ciG2iVjny+ I diG22Vnz+ 1 fkG23Ink z+ I gkG2A.Iny Isin(any) =-2- Jzs1(2.26b)
n=1 j=0 j=1 k=0 k=1
0.0m
1c3Vj.+
M
diG2Vj.+ /
L
fc 33i1 z+ L
L
gku34Ik ]sin(any)=
b
Ez2 Ix = -d(2.26C) [ / Pny/ nz f
n=1 j=0 j=1 k=0 k=1
b 1 I [ /, cjatiVJny+ E dja42vinz+ E fkG43enz+ E gkG441nk y]cos(any) = -2-Ey2 ixd.(2.26d)
n=0 j=0 j=1 k=0 k=116
Taking the inner products of (2.26a) to (2.26d) with eym(Y), ezm(Y), izi(Y), and jyi(Y)
leads to the following equations due to the fact that Ey,z and Jy,z at x = 0 and -d are
nonzero only in the complementary regions:
00 m M L L
I [ 1 ciGiiVinyVnmy+ E dpi2Vinzvnmv+ I fkG1311LV,T,+ I, gkG1414VrTy] = 0(2.27a)
n=0 j=0 j=1 'k=0 k=1
1 [ 1 CjG21VinyVZ± 1 diG22VinYmilz+ /, fkG23enzVnniz+ I gkG24i4VD = 0(2.27b)
n=1 j=0 j=1 k=0 k=1
00 M M L L
E[ 1 CjG31 Vjnyininz+ I diG32Vnzintnz+ / fkG33Inzinz+ / gkG34iknyinniz] = 0
n=1 j=0 j =1 k=0 k=1
00 m M L L
I [ E ciG4ivinytny+ E diat2Vinzl,m,v+fkG43Ikng+gkGanyInn'yl= 0. (2.27d)
n=0 j=0 j=1 'k=0 'k=1
The propagation constant 13 is determined by setting the determinant of (2.27) equal to
zero. Once (3 is obtained, the electromagnetic fields and the total power propagating
in the structure can be readily calculated except for a constant factor, which will be
canceled out in the impedance calculation.
(2.27c)
2.2 QUASI-TEM SPECTRAL DOMAIN ANALYSIS
For the strip-slot structure with conductors of zero thickness shown in Fig.
2.2, the potential t under the quasi-TEM approximation is the solution of Laplace's
equation:
ad,a2th_0 (2.28)
with the associated boundary conditions given by
4)(x,hi+) = (2.29a)
ao(x,h,+)ao(x,hi) pg(x)
- (2.29b) Er
ay ay CO
U(X)on slots 1 cp(x,hi) vg(x)otherwise (2.29c)
(2.29d) (I)(x,d+hi+) = 0(x,d+hi..)a(p((44-hi+)ao(c,d+hi_) Ps(x)
CT _ -
a y ay co
f vs(x)on strips 1
(0(x,d+hi) = 1us(x)otherwise I
17
(2.29e)
(2.29f)
where vg(x) is the potential on the ground plane conductors, ug(x) the potential on the
ground plane slots, vs(x) the potential on the strips, and us(x) the potential on the
dielectric surface complementary with the strips. pg(x) and ps(x) are the charge
distribution functions on the ground plane conductors and the strips, respectively.
Fig. 2.2 Cross section of coupled strips with ground plane slots.
By introducing a proper Fourier transform, the partial differential equation of
(2.28) in the space domain can be simplified toan ordinary differential equation in the
spectral domain. The Fourier transform is, in general, definedas:
a
4:0(an) = f 01)(X) eianIdxana' n= 0, 1, 2, ... (2.30)
-a
However, different Fourier transforms can be introduced to simplify the analysis fora
symmetric structure. Since there exist the even and odd modes ina symmetric
structure, it is computationally more efficient to use the even- and odd-mode Fourier
transforms as given by [28]and
where
Van) = of
Van) = f
0
The application
a
it
4)(X) COS(anX) dxan = (n n=1, 2,...
a
nn
cp(x) sin(anx) dxan = a n=1, 2,...
of the Fourier transforms to (2.28) and (2.29) leads to
d2CD(an,Y)
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(2.31a)
(2.31b)
(2.32)
(2.33a)
(2.33b)
(2.33c)
(2.33d)
(2.33e)
(2.33f)
(2.34a)
(2.34b)
(2.34c)
an2 sa)(an,Y) = 0 dy2
cl)(an,111,-) = (13(an,h1 -)
dcro(an,hi+)da)(an,hi_) Pg(an)
Cr dy dy
Eo
(1)(an,111) = Vg(an) + Ug(an)
b(an,d+hi+) = 43(an,d+h1 -)
d(1)(an,d+h1 +) d(13(an,d+bi-)
Ps a") dy dy co
cp(an, d +h1) = vs(an) + Wan)
a {cos(an)}
Vg,s(an)= of vg,s(x)sin(an)
dx
a
dx Ug,s(an) =ug,s(x)sin(an)
a iCOS(an)}
Pg,s(an) = f Pg's(x) dx.
sin(an)
The general solution of (2.32) which satisfies the boundary conditions at y = 0
and b has the following forms:
Van, y) = Ansinh(anY) 0_), 5_111 (2.35a)
Van, y) = Bnsinh[an(y-h1)] + ffncosh[an(y-h1)]h1 < y < h1 + d (2.35b)
0(666 y) = Cnsinh[an(b-y)] h1 (2.35c)19
The unknown coefficients An, Bn, B's, and Cn in (2.35) are determined by using the
spectral domain boundary conditions in (2.33). Eliminating the unknown coefficients
yields:
where
and
Ps(an) + G12(an) Pg(an) = Vs(an) + Us(an)
G21(an) Ps(an) + G22(an) Pg(an)= Vg(an) + Ug(an)
G11(an) =A- [ coth(ocnd) + coth(anhi)]
Er
1
G12(an) = G21(an)
A sinh(and)
G22(an) =[ coth(and) +1-coth(anh2)]
(2.36a)
(2.36b)
(2.37a)
(2.37b)
(2.37c)
A = aneolEr+coth(and)coth(anhi)+coth(anh2)[coth(and)+
1coth(anhi)[ I.(2.37d)
To apply the Galerkin method to (2.36), one needs to expand the charge distributions
on the conductors in terms of known basis functions. The total charge distributions in
the spectral domain on the strips and the ground plane conductors are the summations
of the corresponding charge distributions, which can be written as:
U
Ps(al) =Psu(an) (2.38a)
u=1
V
Pg(an) =Pgv(an).
v.1
(2.38b)
where U and V are the numbers of the strips and the ground plane conductors and the
charge distributions on individual conductors can be expanded in terms of known
basis functions given by
M
Psu(an)= E am Psm(an)
m=1
Pgv(an) =bY Pv-(an)
Jgl
(2.39a)
(2.39b)20
Substituting (2.38) and (2.39) in (2.36) and taking the inner products of (2.36) with
PPsk(an) and Pcg Van) lead to
N M IJ
K1 liTian
m
+ = RPk=1, 2,...,M;p=1, N (2.40a)
n=1 m=1 i=1 j=1" k
N M IJ
K21Zanni +E j= Sq1=1, 2,...,J;q=1, 2,..., I (2.40b)
n=1 m=1 i=1 j=1
where
Kna. 1 P:ni(an)Gii(an)P1(an) (2.41a)
n=1
= K12ki Pii Pi .(an)G12(an)11(an) (2.41b)
n=1gj
K21N= E Vsim(an)G2i(an)Pgi(an) (2.41c)
n=1
K22Pli i=i Pi .(an)G22(an)PYan) (2.41d)
n=igJ
a
Rk =[Vs(an) + Us(an)1 'Van) f PI k(X) Vs(X) dx (2.41e)
1 0
S? =[Vg(an) + Ug(an)] rigli(an)=j Pgii(X) Vg(X) dx. (2.41f)
n=1
Use of the Parseval relation has been made in the derivation of (2.41), where the
product terms Us(an)P and Ug(an)P g1(an) vanish due to the fact that the Psk(an)
corresponding charge distribution functions and the potential functions are non-zero
only in the regions complementary to each other, i.e.,
aa E Us(an) FtVan) =5 pPsk(x) us(x) dx = 0 (2.42a)
n=1 L 0
a
Ug(an) FYCCn)=
a
5 Pcgli(X) ug(x) dx = 0 (2.42b)
1 0
It is clear from (2.40) and (2.41) that the coefficients of the charge
distributions are related to the potentials on the strips and the ground plane
conductors, which can be written in a concise matrix form given by
[Q] = [C] [V] (2.43)21
where [Q] is a column vector with N elements, each of which represents the total
charge on a corresponding strip or ground plane conductor, [C] is an NxN capacitance
matrix, which relates the charges to the potentials on the conductors, and [V] isa
column vector of N elements consisting of the potentials on the conductors, N is the
total number of the strips and the ground plane conductors in the structure. With the
knowledge of [Co], the capacitance matrix of the structure with all the relative
dielectric constants set to one, the inductance matrix can be readily obtained from the
following relationship:
1
[L][Co]= 2- [U]
1.)0
(2.44)
where vo is the speed of light in free space and [U] is an identity matrix. Under the
quasi-TEM consideration, it is sufficient to use [Co], [C], and [L] to characterizea
multiconductor transmission line system.
2.3 SUMMARY
The full-wave and quasi-TEM analyses of the coupled strip-slot structuresare
formulated by the modal analysis method and the spectral domain technique,
respectively.
In the full-wave analysis, the electric and magnetic fieldsare constructed in
terms of modal fields in different regions. The application of the boundary conditions
at interfaces for the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields results
in the dyadic Green's function, which interrelates the tangentialcurrents and fields at
the boundaries. The use of the Galerkin method reduces the problem under
consideration to a set of homogeneous equations associated with the unknown
coefficients of the strip currents and the slot fields. The eigenvalues of the equations
are the solutions of the propagation constants of the structure.22
In the quasi-TEM analysis, the Fourier transform is introducedto simplify the
Laplace equation to an ordinary differential equation in the spectral domain. The
solution of the equation together with the boundary conditions results in the Green's
function, which relates the charge distributions to the potentials. The application of
the Galerkin method yields a set of algebraic equations associated with the unknown
coefficients of the charge distributionson the strips and the ground plane conductors.
The non-trivial solution of the algebraic equation leads to the capacitances.23
3. CHARACTERISTICS OF MULTIPLE COUPLED FIN LINES
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Fig. 3.1Cross sections of some typical fin lines: (a) unilateral
asymmetric coupled two-slot, (b) unilateral symmetric coupled three-
slot, (c) bilateral asymmetric coupled two-slot, and (d) bilateral
symmetric coupled three-slot structures.
The propagation constant and the characteristic impedanceare the two most
important parameters for a transmission line structure. Efforts [6, 30] have been made
to characterize single as well as coupled fin lines. Some of typical fin line structures
are shown in Fig. 3.1. Unlike a TEM transmission line, a fin line does not have a
unique impedance definition due to its non-TEM mode nature. Among the various24
impedance definitions for the fin line [11], the most commonly used one is the one
based on the power-voltage definition, i.e.,
V Z=2P (3.1)
where P is the time averaged power propagating on the fin line and V is the voltage
across the slot. The total average power is calculated by
1P =2Re[jj (ExH*) ds] (3.2)
where the integration is over the entire cross-section of the propagation structure. The
voltage across the slot line is defined as
V = isiot Ey(y) dy (3.3)
where Ey(y) is the y-components of the electric field on the slot. However, the
impedance definition of (3.1) is only directly applicable to single slot and
symmetrically coupled two-slot fin lines.
For the asymmetrical or multiple coupled fin lines, the partial powers
associated with the individual slots have to be used in the impedance calculation. One
of the preconditions in the impedance calculation is that the summation of the partial
powers equals to the total power. Based on this precondition, Jansen [31] proposed
the following admittance definition for mth slot in a multiple coupled fin (slot) line
structure and the impedance definition for the mth strip in a multiple coupled strip
line structure:
2Pm 1 rr *
Ym Rep.) (emxh ), ds] h = I hm (3.4a)
V.V. m
2Pm 1 rr *
Zm- ,Rep.' (exhm ) ds] e = E en, (3.4b)
1.I'. m
where Vm is the voltage across the mth slot, 1m is the mth strip current flowing in the
propagation direction, em and hm are the partial fields associated only with the mth25
portion of the expansion functions of the total fields. Although the total power is
conservative by using Jansen's impedance definitions, the resultant impedance matrix
violates the reciprocity for a linear, isotropic, passive transmission line structure.
Therefore, they are not applicable to the multiple coupled line structures except the
single and symmetric coupled two line structures. An impedance definition proposed
by Tripathi and Lee [32] for a multiple coupled strip line structure satisfies both the
reciprocity and the conservation of the total power. It has been used to characterize
the asymmetric coupled two fin line and symmetric coupled three fin line structures
[21, 33]. However, the comprehensive design information on the multiple coupled fin
(slot) lines is still not made available to date.
In the full-wave analysis of a multiple coupled slot (strip) line structure, the
slot voltages (strip currents) and total power can be readily computed for all normal
modes. The voltage and current vectors are biorthogonal [32]:
0 jM VTm Il=Vimili = 1Pm j
#
= m
1
1.1
j, m = 1, 2,...,N (3.5)
where subscript 1 refers to the lth line, m and j the mth and jth modes, N the total
number of the transmission lines or the normal modes of the structure, and Pm the
total power associated with the mth mode. Once the slot voltages (strip currents) and
the modal powers are known, the equivalent slot currents (strip voltages) of the lth
line can be derived from the partial modalpower of the line:
Pim = Vim Tim. (3.6)
Then, the modal impedance of the lth line can be unambiguously definedas
2v
Pim lmVim Zim = = (3.7)
Ilm26
which guarantees that the resultant 2N port impedance, admittance, and scattering
matrices are symmetric for a transmission line structure in a lossless, linear, and
isotropic medium.
In an asymmetric coupled two line structure, there exist two normal modes: c-
and 7E-modes [34]. The c- and it modes correspond to the even- and odd-modes in a
symmetric coupled two line structure. The biorthogonality of the voltage and current
vectors yields:
[Vic V2c]pic Ill[P c 0
Yin V2,7rI2c I27c 1),E]. (3.8)
where Pc and Pi, are the modal powers associated with the c- and n-modes. The
voltage or current ratios for c- and 7c-modes are defined as:
V2c 1
RvcVichit RITE
V27Ile 1
Vin I2cRIc
(3.9a)
(3.9b)
The modal impedances are derived in terms of the modalpowers, voltages, and
voltage ratios as given by:
and
2
Rye\Vic
ZIG = Ryon ) pc
pp
2
171 Zip= (1 - )
Z2cZ27i D
tkvcixvir Zie
(3.10a)
(3.10b)
(3.10c)
Likewise, there are three normal modes: the odd mode (a), theeven-even
mode (b), and the even-odd mode (c) in a symmetric three line structure [35]. Theuse
of the biorthogonality of the voltage current vectors leads to0 0 0
Vlb V2b Vlb0 12b 12c = 0 Pb 0
Vic V2c Vic-Iia Iib Tic0 0 Pc
The voltage and current ratios are defined as
R V2m
Vim
12in =
where m = b or c and
27
(3.11)
(3.12a)
(3.12b)
RybRic = RvcRib = -2. (3.13)
Again, the modal impedances are expressed in terms of modal powers, voltages,
voltage ratios as given by
and
22Pla Zia (3.14a)
Rvb V
Zlb = (1D)2 (3.14b)
ixvc b
2 Rvc 2Vc
Zlc = (1D)
Pc
(3.14c)
iNvb
Z2bZ2cRvbRvc
Z1bZic 2 (3.14d)
Similarly, the modal impedance can also be expressed in terms of the modal
powers, currents, and current ratios.
In this chapter, the normalized guide wavelengths and the characteristic
impedances of various asymmetric coupled two-slot and symmetric coupled three-slot
fin line structures are calculated by using the modal analysis method and the above
impedance definition. First, the effect of the basis functions representing the slot
fields on the accuracy of the computational results is discussed. Second, the
convergence of the modal analysis is checked in terms of the summation terms in the
field expansion. Then, the characteristics of various fin line structuresare illustrated28
with numerical results. Finally, design examples of the fin line couplers are given to
indicate the applications of the fin line structures.
3.1 BASIS FUNCTIONS AND SUMMATION TERMS
Electric and magnetic fields are singular in the vicinity of sharp edges which
exist in most commonly used strip or slot line structures [2, 36]. In the modal
analysis, the numerical solution is obtained by expanding the strip current or the slot
field in terms of a set of known basis functions, which closely approximate the true
strip current or slot field. Therefore, the accuracy of the final solution depends on how
accurately the basis functions can represent the exact strip current or slot field.
Many different basis functions have been used in practice [6]. The most
important criteria in choosing the basis functions lie in the singularity or edge
condition, the completeness, and the ease of the Fourier transform of the basis
functions. Detailed discussions about the basis functions can be found in [3]. Here,
the sinusoidal functions corrected with the edge condition terms, which have been
demonstrated to be efficient due to the fact that they have the closed forms of the
Fourier transform [37], are chosen as the basis functions used in the field expansion:
Y - pi
cos[mit(2- +Pi)]
eym(Y) =
1-[2(YPi)]2
wi
Y - sin[rnit(-2+ wiPi)]
ezni(Y)
AI1[2(YPi)]2
wi
pi0.5wi < y < pi + 0.5wi(3.15a)
pi0.5wiy 5_ pi + 0.5wi(3.15b)
where w, is the width of the ith slot, pi is the center of the ith slot, m0) is an
integer, ern(y) and ezm(y) are zero in the undefined regions.
The even-mode normalized wavelength and characteristic impedance ofa
symmetric coupled unilateral fin line structure as a function of the number of the basis29
function are shown in Fig. 3.2, where the odd-mode normalized wavelength and
characteristic impedance are not shown due to their relatively smaller variations. The
even- and odd-modes are defined by placing magnetic and electric walls in the center
of the E-plane of the waveguide, respectively. It is seen that the errors between the
results obtained with one basis function and those obtained with two basis functions
for each component of the slot field are about 0.2% and -1.4% for the normalized
wavelength and the characteristic impedance. The use of more basis functions reduces
the errors, but the improvement in the accuracy is trivial by using three or more basis
functions. On the other hand, it significantly increases the computation time. As the
number of the basis functions used is increased from two to four, the characteristic
impedance converges asymptotically whereas the normalized wavelength varies
slightly. In the above calculations, 500 summation terms have been used in the modal
field expansion.
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Fig. 3.2 The normalized wavelength Xe/ko and the characteristic
impedance Ze of the even mode vs. the number of basis functions
(Er=2.22, d=0.254, h1=3.556, w1=w2=0.2, p1=1.578, p2=1.978,
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The convergence of the results obtained with two basis function for each
component of the slot field for a centered unilateral fin line as a function of the
summation terms is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The normalized wavelength and the
characteristic impedance converge initially very fast and then slowly as the
summation terms are increased. Since the difference between the results of using 400
summation terms and 500 summation terms is negligibly small, it is trivial to reduce
the errors by a further increase in the summation terms. Therefore, a modal analysis
solution with 500 summation terms is adequate to yield accurate results. Of course,
the number of the summation terms used also depends on the slot width. More
summation terms should be used for the fin line with a wide slot.
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Fig. 3.3The normalized wavelength X/Xo and the characteristic
impedance Z of a fin line with a centered slot vs. the number of
summation terms (er=2.22, d=0.254, h1=3.556, w=0.2, f=33GHz,
waveguide=WR-28, length unit: mm).
The numerical results obtained from the modal analysiswere compared in [6]
with those from the spectral domain method fora centered, unilateral fin line. It was
found that they are in fairly good agreement for both the normalized wavelength and
the characteristic impedance. In addition, it was reported in [18] that fora slot with31
reasonably wide width, a 5% accuracy for both the propagation constant and the
impedance can be achieved by using only two basis functions for each component of
the slot field in the spectral domain analysis.
In the following calculations, two basis functions for each component of the
slot field and 500 summation terms are used to evaluate the normalized wavelengths
and the characteristic impedances of various fin line structures. In all cases, the fin
lines are confined in a WR-28 waveguide, the frequency range of which covers the
Ka band ranging from 26.5 to 40 GHz.
3.2 UNILATERAL COUPLED FIN LINE STRUCTURES
Coupled fin line structures have been used in circuit components such as
couplers, filters, and mixers. To secure a designed circuit with high performance, one
needs to know the accurate characteristics of the structures. Since the characteristics
of symmetric coupled two-slot fin line structures have been detailed in [6], a further
discussion of them is more or less redundant and not within the scope of this section.
Instead, the characteristics of the asymmetric coupled two-slot and the symmetric
coupled three-slot fin line structures will be examined.
3.2.1 Asymmetric Coupled Two-Slot Fin Line Structures
As seen in Fig. 3.4, the effects of the relative dielectric constant er of the
substrate on the normalized wavelength X/X0, the characteristic impedance Z1, and the
modal voltage ratio R are different for c- and it- modes. As frequency is increased,
both Xe/X0 and X1 /2decrease monotonically. However, the change in XcAo is
relatively small. RIE rises slightly, whereas IRcl falls insignificantly. While Z11,
decreases for Cr = 2.22 and increases forCr = 9.8,Z1c only increases a little for both Cr
= 2.22 and 9.8. When the slot width wi is increased from 0.2 to 0.8 mm with the w2 =32
1.5w1, ? /X0 and Z1 increase. The change in the modal voltage ratio isdifferent. On
one hand, R7, increases and IReI decreases for ET = 9.8. On the other hand, R7, increases
approximately at f33 GHz and decreases approximately at f .5 33 GHz and IRel
decreases for Er = 2.22. As Er is increased from 2.22 to 9.8, X/X0 decreases
substantially. Rn increases, whereas IRcl decreases. WhileZi decreases, the change in
Z1rr depends on the frequency as wellas the slot width. Zlit decreases in the case of a
narrower slot (w1 = 0.2 mm). However, it decreases at approximately f S 32.5 GHz
and increases at approximately f > 32.5 in thecase of a broader slot (w1 = 0.8 mm).
Fig. 3.5 shows that the variations of ,R and Z1 for an asymmetric coupled
two-slot fin line structure as a function of frequency with the substratethickness d as
a parameter. When d is increased, ? /X0 decreases due to the fact thata thicker
substrate results in a higher effective dielectric constant. Rit decreases,whereas IRel
increases. Z1 decreases with an increase in the substrate thickness..
Changes in X /X0, R, and Z1 with respect to the lateral position of the substrate
h1 for different slot separationsare plotted in Fig. 3.6. As h1 is increased, X,./40 has a
nearly symmetric change witha minimum value for the substrate placed close to the
center of the broad wall, while XJX0 shows onlya slight change. The variations in Rir
and IR,' are almost symmetric but bent in different directions. At thesymmetric point,
RT, and IRel reach the maximum and minimum values, respectively.The change in R
is more pronounced for a larger separation betweenthe slots. Z1 weakly depends on
the lateral position of the substrate. The overall change in Z1 isinsignificant due to
the high concentration of the electric field in the slot region fora narrow slot. As long
as the slots are not too close to the side wall, the influence of the wallon the electric
field in the slot region can be neglected [6].33
The dependence of the dynamic characteristics of the asymmetric coupled
two-slot fin line structure on the separation between two slot centers is shown in Fig.
3.7. As frequency is increased, XiciA.D decreases gradually and VX0 shows almost no
change. ZIG and 1271 increase, whereas Z17, and IRcl decrease. As the separation is
increased, X/A also increases. However, its effect on ?.,moo is negligible when the
coupling between the slots becomes weak, say, s1.0 mm. The decrease in IRcl at
high frequencies is faster than that at low frequencies. Rn decreases at frequencies
approximately below 36 GHz and it first decreases and then increases for frequencies
approximately above 36 GHz. Z1c decreases, while Z1 increases. Z1c > Z1n for a
small separation and Z1c < Z1n for a large separation.
Fig. 3.8 illustrates ?AN R, and Z1 as a function of the slot width w1 with w2 =
1.5w1. As w1 is increased, ? /X0 and Z1 increase. It is observed that Ric initially
increases and then decreases, whereas IRcl decreases monotonically.
The influence of the slot displacement in the symmetric E-plane on Xfit,o, R,
and Z1 for a fixed separation between two slots with w2 = 1.5wi is shown in Fig. 3.9.
The change in Xi & depends not only on the slot displacement but alsoon the slot
width. In the narrow slot (w1 = 0.2 mm) case, X./X0 decreases slightly when one of
the slots is close to the broad wall, otherwise it is nearly a constant. In the broad slot
case (w1 = 0.8 mm), X7rAo changes symmetrically and reaches its maximum at p1
1.1 mm. On the other hand, X.c/X0 shows almost no dependence on the slot
displacement and the slot width. As the slot displacement is increased, both RTE and
IRcl decrease, but there exists a region where RIT is almost a constant in thenarrow
slot case. Zle increases for both cases, whereas Zin increases for a broad slot and it
first increases and then decreases for a narrow slot.34
In general, the it -mode parameters in the asymmetric coupled two-slot fin line
structure are more sensitive to a change in the structural parameters than the c-mode
parameters.
3.2.2 Symmetric Coupled Three-Slot Fin Line Structures
There are three normal modes in a symmetric coupled three line structure: odd
mode (a), even-even mode (b), and even-odd mode (c). The frequency dependent
characteristics of the symmetric coupled three-slot fin line structure with the relative
dielectric constant er of the substrateas a parameter are shown in Fig. 3.10. It is seen
that as frequency is increased, Xaao and Xe/Xo stay nearly unchanged, while 4/X0
decreases. Rb increases, whereas IRCI decreases. Zia increases and Zic decreases
slightly, but Zib decreases for Er = 2.22 and increases for er= 9.8. As er is increased
from 2.22 to 9.8, both X/X0 and Zi decrease. Rb increases and IRcl decreases.
Fig. 3.11 indicates the influence of the substrate thicknesson the
characteristics of the structures. It is observed that the effect of increasing the
substrate thickness d is equivalent to that of increasing the dielectric constant of the
substrate while having the thickness fixed. This is clearly reflected by the fact that
?ti /X0 decreases with an increase in d. However, the change in Zi and Rare different
from those shown in Fig. 3.10. As d is increased, Rb increases and IRcl decreases.
While Zia decreases, Zib decreases for frequencies approximately below 35 GHz and
increases slightly for frequencies approximately above 35 GHz. In addition, Zic
decreases for frequencies approximately below 27 GHz and increases for frequencies
above 27 GHz.
The effect of the separation between the slotson X/X0, R, and Zi is illustrated
in Fig. 3.12. As the separation s is increased, Xa/Xo, Xc/X0, and Rb increase while Zia35
and Zic decrease. Xb/Xo and Zib first increase and then decrease slightly. On the
contrary, 1RGI first decreases slightly and then increases.
The dependence of XIX°, R, and Z1 on the center slot width is plotted in Fig.
3.13. When the center slot width w, is increased, Xao also increases. Whereas the
changes in ?,a/X0 and XJX0 are very small, the change in Xbao is relatively large and
almost linear. While IR,I remains nearly unchanged, Rb increases withwc. In contrast
to the change in X,/X0, Z1 decreases with an increase in wc. The decrease in Zic, which
covers a wide range of values, is much faster than those in Zia and Zib.
As seen in Fig. 3.14, increasing the side slot width ws with all other
parameters fixed has a similar effect on X/X43 as in the case of increasing the center
slot width. However, the variations in R are different from those witha change in the
center slot width. IR,I increases, while Rb decreases. As expected, Zi increases with
ws.
The variations of the characteristics of the structure witha lateral
displacement h1 of the substrate is shown in Fig. 3.15. It is clearlyseen that all the
characteristic parameters except Xb/Xo change insignificantlyas long as the fins are
not located very close to either of the side walls. Xb/Xo first decreases and then
increases as hi is increased.
3.3 BILATERAL COUPLED FIN LINE STRUCTURES
Bilateral fin line structures are also important transmission linestructures used
in millimeter-wave integrated circuits. To date,most of studies on the bilateral fin line
structures have been centered around the bilateral symmetric coupled two-slot fin line
structures. The characteristics of the structures presented in [6] are predominated by
0,0 and Z of the even mode. However, the characteristics of the odd mode playan36
important role in designing the circuits using the bilateral symmetric fin line
structures. The study on bilateral asymmetric coupled two-slot and symmetric
coupled three-slot fm line structures is very limited, if not rear. In addition, they were
incorrectly treated as one- and two-line structures, respectively, coupled with high
order modes [37]. Therefore, a detailed study on them is necessary to provide the
useful and important information on the characteristics which include the propagation
constant and the characteristic impedance.
In this section, the characteristics of bilateral symmetric and asymmetric two-
slot as well as symmetric three-slot fin line structures will be presented through
various numerical results obtained from the modal analysis.
3.3.1 Coupled Two-Slot Fin Line Structures
The frequency dependent characteristics of a symmetric coupled two-slot fin
line structure are shown in Fig. 3.16. As frequency is increased, the normalized even-
mode wavelength XjX0 decreases slightly. A rapid decrease in the normalized odd-
mode wavelength Xo/X0 for Er = 2.22 indicates that the associated cutoff frequency for
the substrate with a small Cr is higher than that with a large Fr. In the case of Cr= 2.22,
the even-mode impedance Ze initially decreases and then increases slightly, while the
odd-mode impedance Zo decreases first drastically and then smoothly. In the case of
er = 9.8, Ze increases and Z. decreases. When the substrate thickness is increased,
both VA° and AA° decrease in the case ofc = 2.22. However, Xe/XO decreases and
Xo/X0 slightly increases in the case ofCr = 9.8. The bilateral fm line structures have
two features different from those of the unilateral fm line structures. One is that Xo/X0
increases sharply in the case ofCr = 2.22 as frequency is decreased. This indicates the
odd-mode cutoff frequency of the bilateral fin line structure is higher than that of the
unilateral fm line structure, as shown in [6], with the same physical dimensions. The37
other is that Xo/X0 > X,e/A.0 for the substrate withCr = 2.22, whereas X0/4 < A.A0 for
the substrate with Cr = 9.8. Furthermore, in thecase of Er = 9.8, an increase in the
substrate thickness results in a small increase in Xo/Xo and a decrease in Xei Xo.
Therefore, it is possible to equalize ko/A.0 and XdX0 at certain frequencies by properly
choosing the substrate material and thickness, which could be useful in the directional
coupler design.
Since the odd-mode or ir-mode cutoff frequency ofa coupled bilateral two-
slot fin line structure with a lower Cr, as seen in Fig. 3.16, is higher, the application of
the fin line structure in filters and couplers will be limited toa higher frequency range
for a given waveguide. A substrate witha higher Er is needed to ensure that both
modes propagate in the lower frequencyrange. In the following calculations, a
substrate of Cr = 9.8 is used in the fin line structures.
The effect of the center location of two equal slots ina symmetric structure on
X/X0 and Z is plotted in Fig 3.17. It isseen that as the slot center deviates from the E-
plane center, Xe/ko only increases slightly. In contrast to the change in ke/X0, X0 A0
increases significantly. When the slot is located in the E-plane center, uo reaches its
minimum. While Ze slowly increases, Zo initially decreases and then increases. The
change in impedance is relatively small. The effect of thecommon center location of
two unequal slots is illustrated in Fig. 3.18. The changes in XIX0 are similar to those in
the equal slot case. However, the change in Z, is significantly different from that in
Ze. Z, decreases drastically as the slot center deviates from the E-planecenter.
Fig. 3.19 shows the influence of the slot widthon X/X0 and Z of the symmetric
structure. As the slot width is increased from 0.2 to 1.0 mm, both X/X0 and Z increase.
The increase in the even mode is more significant than that in the odd mode.
The dependence of k/ko and Z of the structure withtwo equal slots on the
lateral displacement of the substrate is plotted in Fig. 3.20. When the substrate is38
located in a position other than the center of the broad wall, thestructure is no longer
symmetric. The two basic modes existing in the structureare the c- and it-modes
instead of the even- and odd-modes. The overall effect of the displacementon the
characteristics is insignificant. As the displacement from the center of the broad wall
is increased,kc/7oincreases slowly and Xii/X,0 shows almost no change. While Z1n
overlaps with Zzg, Z1, and Z2c start to split when the substrate isimoved close to the
side wall. After the splitting, Zie decreases and Z2c increases slightly. In other words,
the difference between Z1e and Z2c is then distinguishable. In addition, thesame
dependence for the structure with unequal slots is shown in Fig. 3.21. X/2L0 behaves in
a similar way as that discussed in the equal slot case. The change in Z1 is insignificant
as the location of the substrate changes. When the substrate is mo'ed close to the side
wall, both 4c and Z2c start to decrease. This is different from thecase with two equal
slots.
Fig. 3.22 illustrates the case where the centers of two slots shift from the E-
plane center with an equal distance but in the opposite directions. Asthe slots shift
from the E-plane center, X7c/A,0 and Zic monotonically increase,whereas X,A0 and4
initially decrease and then increase. As the distance betweentwo slots increases, the
coupling between them decreases. This is reflected by the fact thatc- and ic-mode
parameters approach to each other for a large separation between the slots. For the
same structure with unequal slots, a similar effect is seen in Fig. 3.23 when the slot
centers deviate from the E-plane center with the equal distance ibut in the opposite
directions.4< Z2 for a small or medium separation between the Slots. There exists a
distance with which Z1= Z2. A further increase in the distance makes Z1 > Z2.39
The effect of changing the slot widthw2 on the characteristics of the structure
is demonstrated in Fig. 3.24. As w2 is increased, X /X, Zin, and Z2i, slowly increase,
whereas Xe/X0, Zie, and Z2e first increase and then decrease.
3.3.2 Symmetric Coupled Three-Slot Fin Line Structures
The influence of the dielectric constant of the substrateon the frequency
dependent characteristics of the fin line structures is shown in Fig. 3.25. As frequency
is increased, XI?decreases. At lower frequencies, the even-odd mode corresponding
to Er = 2.22 is in its cutoff region. At higher frequencies, kao decreases drastically.
As the frequency is increased, Rb increases and Iltel decreases. Zia decreases for both
Er = 2.22 and 9.8. Zib increases and Zic decreases slightly in the case of Er = 9.8.
However, Zib decreases and Zie increases in thecase of Er = 2.224 As expected, )JX0
corresponding to a higher Cr is smaller. The fact that the even-odd mode for the
substrate with a lower Er has a much higher cutoff frequency than other two modes
could mistakenly leads one to consider the structureas a two-line structure [37]. This
suggests that a substrate with a higher Cr be chosen to ensure that all three modes
propagate in a desired frequency band. It is worthwhile to note that 4/X0 > Xe/X0 in
the case of Er = 9.8, whereas X,b/X0 < X. /X0 in thecase of Er =2.22. On the other hand,
as Er is increased from 2.22 to 9.8, Rb decreases while IRcl increases. Zia and Zie both
decrease, whereas Zib increases.
The dependence of the characteristics on the center slot Widthwe is plotted in
Fig. 3. 26. As we is increased, 7 /X0 also increases. Rb increases, whereas IR.I initially
increases and then decreases. Zia first decreases and then increases, while Zib and Zio
both increase. It is seen that A,b/A.0 > 2t../X0 > Xant.o. Whenw, is small, the increase in
4/4 and the difference between Xa/X43 and A/X0are relatively large. There is a region
where the difference between Xa/4 and Xcao isvery small and Xbao is almost a40
constant. When w, becomes large, the difference starts to increase. For small and
medium size center slots (w, < 1.3 mm), Zib> ZIG > Zia. In addition, Zia remains
small and Zi, shows a slight variation. Fora large wc, Zia and Zib increase sharply.
The variations of X/Xo, R, and Zias a function of the side slot width ws are
illustrated in Fig. 3.27. Again, it isseen that Xb /Xo > Xe/X0 > Xanlo. As ws is increased,
the overall change in Xa/ko is relatively small. Xb/Xo changes slightlywhen ws is
small. However, it increases sharply whenws becomes large. ?e/X0 increases
smoothly. While Rb slowly decreases, R, undergoesa drastic change. It is seen that
there is a divergent point in 12c where the voltageacross the side slot in the c mode
approaches to zero. Zia increases nonlinearly, whereas Zi, initially increases slightly
and then rapidly decreases to a negative value. On the other hand, Zibundergoes three
different stages with one peak andone valley.
The dependence of the characteristicson the center position of the side slot,
i.e., the separation between two side slotcenters, is shown in Fig. 3. 28. As the
separation is decreased, Xa/X0 rises monotonically.?b /X0 first decreases and then
increases, whereas X,/X0 first increases and then decreases. The changein Xb/X0 is
relatively large. While Rb increases slowly, R,goes through a drastic change due to
the existence of the divergent point. Zia decreases slowly andZ1, increases from a
negative value to a positive value. Zib first decreases and thenincreases.
The effect of the substrate thicknesson the characteristics is plotted in Fig.
3.29. Increasing the thickness results in decreases in both Xa/Xoand Xb/X0, but an
increase in Xe/Xo. The change in Xb/Xo is relatively large.As the thickness is
increased, Rb decreases while IRel increases. Whereas both Zia andZi, increase, Zib
decreases.
As seen in Fig. 3. 30, the lateral displacement of the substratehas a relatively
small influence on the characteristics. All of the characteristicparameters are almost41
unchanged as long as the substrate is located far from the side wall. When the
substrate is placed close to the side wall, Xbao, Rb, and Zib increase. I12,1 increases
when the two side slots are closer to the side wall and decreases when the center slot
is closer to the side wall.
3.4 APPLICATIONS OF THE COUPLED FIN LINE STRUCTURES
Applications of the coupled fin line structures in directional couplers have
been reported in the literature [6, 21, 23, 38, 39]. Design examples of the couplers
using asymmetric coupled two-slot fin lines and symmetric coupled three-slot fin
lines terminated in non-mode converting impedances [40], which result in closed-
form expressions of the scattering parameters for the couplers,are given in [21, 33].
However, due to the fact that the characteristic impedances of the coupled linesare
frequency dependent, the use of the derived scattering parameters for the couplers
terminated in the non-mode converting impedances is confined to a single frequency
point, such as the center frequency of the coupler, where the non-mode converting
conditions are satisfied. The scattering parameters of the coupled two-line structure
terminated with arbitrary impedances were derived in [41]. In general, the normalized
scattering parameter matrix [S] of a multiport network can be writtenas [42]
[S] = [Ro] "1 [Zoc][Ro][Zoc] + [Ro] }-1 [Ro] 0.5 (3.16)
where [Ro] is the characteristic reference impedance matrix and [Z.c] is theopen-
circuit impedance matrix. [Zoe]can be calculated in terms of the normal mode
parameters [32, 34, 35] of the coupled line structure. For simplicity, the following
analysis of the directional coupler design will be focusedon the asymmetric coupled
two-line four-port couplers.
A matched two-line four-port directional couplers, as shown in Fig. 3. 31,
using coupled lines can be realized when the c- and it -mode impedancesare42
equalized, i.e., Z1,2e = Z1,27c. Terminating such coupler with Z1,2 = Z1,2c, which are
non-mode converting impedances, yields the scattering parameters as given by [41]
S11= S22=S33 = S44 = 0 (3.17a)
S12= S21=S34 = S43 = 0 (3.17b)
S13= S31=S24 4-Rc(e-jec (3.17c) = S42,
D,
S14=S41
1
-ior (3.17d) (Re-Rite-jec)
S23= S32
1_ (3.17e) (Ree-ie. -Re-AO RitR
where ecx2nLac,n and L is the length of the coupled line.
For a given coupled line structure, the maximum achievable coupling IS311
2
ax
for the matched coupler is found from (3.17) to be
IS311
41Zeltit
max(Rc -R1)2
at the frequency where
(3.18)
cos(OcOn) = - 1. (3.19)
The four port coupler can be realized for a desired coupling by designing the physical
structure to yield the required ratio of RdRc or Rc/RIT at the center frequency [33].
Directional couplers with desired coupling coefficients less than the maximum
value of 1S3112 as given by (3.18) can also be realized by an appropriate selection of a
coupler length. For example, 3-dB couplers can be realized either by choosing the
desired RJRI at the center frequency or by choosing the coupler length such that
(RcRic )2 cos( Oc - en) . (3.20)
It is seen from Fig. 3.7 that Z1 and Zin can be equalized for a given two-slot
fin line structure by changing the separation between two slots. The effect of the slot
separation on the characteristic impedances of the asymmetric and symmetric coupled
two-slot unilateral finlines is shown in Fig. 3.32. As the separation is increased, Ze43
and Z1, decrease while Zo and Z1n increase. It is obvious that there isan intersection
point where Z1, = Zin. That is, ideal codirectional couplerscan indeed be physically
realized by choosing the desired separation. In theory,an accurate result of the
separation, which equalizes Zi, and Z1n, can be found numerically. However,a
practically realizable separation is limited by the MIC processing technology. For the
curves shown in Fig. 3.32, Z1, = 151.31 SI and Z1n = 151.29 S2 when the slot
separation S = 1.304 mm, which is consideredas acceptable for the design purpose.
Therefore, the matched terminations for the ideal couplerare determined by Z1 =
-\IZi,Zin and Z2=2cZ Z2n in the calculation. It should be noted that the difference
between the impedances will decreases again with the slot separationas the two slots
are decoupled.
Fig. 3.33 shows the coupling and isolation of an asymmetric coupler designed
for maximum coupling at the center frequency f= 33 GHz. The coupler can be
terminated with the matched terminationsor the line impedances corresponding to the
centered single-slot fin line impedances at the center frequency. The difference in the
coupling between the two couplers is relatively small. However, the isolation of the
coupler with the matched terminations corresponding to the characteristic values of
Z1 = .NIZi,Zirc and Z2 = 4 z2,z2 is much better than that of the coupler terminated
with the line impedances. In the lattercase, the isolation is still better than 50 dB.
Fig. 3.34 shows the coupling and the isolation ofa 3-dB coupler terminated
with the matched impedances and the line impedancesat the center frequency f = 33
GHz. Again, the difference in coupling is insignificant. The isolation of the coupler
with the matched terminations is about 90 dB whereas that of the coupler terminated
with the line impedances is only about 28 dB at the center frequency.44
3.5 SUMMARY
A useful normal mode impedance definition for the coupled strip lines or slot
lines, which guarantees that the resultant impedance matrix is symmetric fora linear,
isotropic, and passive transmission line structure, is introduced to characterize the
coupled fin line structures. The propagation and impedance characteristics of the
various uni- and bi-lateral, asymmetric coupled two-slot and symmetric coupled
three-slot fin line structures are calculated by using the normal mode impedance
definition. The application of the coupled fin lines in the directional couplers is
illustrated through the design examples.0.4
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4. CHARACTERISTICS OF COUPLED STRIP-SLOT STRUCTURES
The coupler design using coupled strip-slot structures has been reported in [7,
22-27, 43]. However, it has been limited to theuse of the symmetric coupled strip -slot
structures. For the general case, the coupled strip-slot structures have not been
accurately characterized. An effort [44] was made to characterize the general coupled
strip-slot structure by using the impedance definition proposed by Jansen [31]. As
pointed in Chapter 3, the definition will leads to an impedance matrix which is non-
symmetric for the strip-slot structure in a lossless, linear, and isotropic medium.
Therefore, it is not suitable for microwave circuit design.
In this chapter, an assumption is proposed to resolve the problem which exists
in characterizing the coupled strip -slot structures. In general, thereare two basic
normal modes in the structures: the strip mode where the totalpower is dominated by
the power propagating on the strip line and the slot mode where the totalpower is
mainly contributed by the power propagating along the slot line. It is assumed that the
ratio of the coupling power contributed by the strip line to the total couplingpower in
the strip mode is equal to that of the couplingpower contributed by the slot line to the
total coupling power in the slot mode. With this assumption,a symmetric impedance
matrix for the coupled strip-slot structure is ensured.
4.1 THE FORMULATION OF THE SOLUTION
Since the slot voltage and the strip current are well defined in the modal
analysis of the coupled strip-slot structure and solutions for the equivalent slot current
and strip voltage can, in general, be expressed in terms of two forward propagating
waves and two backward propagating waves as given by
Vsi = Ate- zA2eTczA3e- 'ye + A4ey,tz (4.1a)76
Ist = mcAie- YezrricA2e7cz + mriA3e- InicAzteinZ (4.1b)
= YskAte- Ycz - YskA2eYez + Ys1TEA3e- 'YeYs1nA4ew (4.1c)
Vsi = mcZsicAle- Yez + meZsicA2az + mriZsiA3e- YnZ + mitZsi1iA4eTicz (4.1d)
where the subscripts c and it stand for the strip and slot modes,Y51 and Zsi are the
characteristic admittance of the slot line and the characteristic impedance of the strip
line, and the transadmittance m is definedas:
Ist m =
v (4.2)
The admittance matrix for an equivalent four-port network of the coupled
strip-slot structure can be obtained by solving for the port current-voltage
relationships in (4.1). The symmetry of an admittance matrix ina lossless, isotropic,
and linear system requires
which lead to
Y12 = Y21 = Y34 = Y43
Y13 = Y31 = Y24 = Y42
Yslc,n = mcmnZstsc,c
(4.3a)
(4.3b)
(4.4)
Since the characteristic admittance of the slot line and the characteristic impedance of
the strip line are defined as:
Psi YS]= v2
sl
P Zst
st
ISt
(4.5a)
(4.5b)
where Psi and Psi are the powers propagatingon the slot line and the strip line,
respectively. The following power ratios can be derived from (4.4) and (4.5):
PstcPsicPc
PshtPstICPIT
(4.6)77
where Pc and 137, are the total c- and it-modepowers, which are the sum of the power
on the strip line and the power on the slot line as given by
Pc = Pstc + Ps 1c (4.7a)
Pn = PATE + PSITT (4.7b)
Re-examining the expressions for the electric and magnetic fields, one finds that the
total fields can be separated into two parts: the fields solely due to the existence of the
strip line and those solely due to the existence of the slot line in the coupled structure,
that is,
E = Est + Eo (4.8a)
H = Hst + HA. (4.8b)
The total power propagating in the structure is given by
P = Re[Jf(ExH)ds] = Poo + Poo + Pcp (4.9)
where
Psto = Re[ikEstxHo)ds] (4.10a)
Poo = Re[1.1(EsAls0 ds] (4.10b)
Pcp = Re[ikEstXild + EstxHst)ds]. (4.10c)
It is clear that Psto and Psio are attributed to the fields of the strip line and the slot line
and Pcp is due to the coupling between the strip line and the slot line.
Rearranging (4.6) leads to
PstcPs lit
PskPstn
(4.11)
which indicates that if there is an x portion of the total c-modepower propagating on
the strip line, there is also the same portion of the total n-modepower propagating on
the slot line. One more equation is needed to find the solution for decoupledpowers
in (4.11), which cannot be derived from the previous equations. Similar to thepower
relationship in (4.11), it is assumed that an x portion of the c-mode couplingpower in78
the c-mode is contributed by the strip line and the same portion of the couplingpower
in the 7-mode is contributed by the slot line, i.e.,
Pstc = PstOc + XPcpc
Ps lc = PslOc + (1X)Pcpc
Psitt = PslOic + XPcpn
Pstic = PstOn + (1 - X)PcprE
Replacing (4.6) with (4.12) yields
PstOc + XPcpcPslOc + (1X)PcpcPc
PstOrt + xP Pstog + (1x)PcprcPrc
which together with (4.12) results in
Pc PcpttPstOcPcpcPslOrt Z
ste PPPCPC Pc cpit - P/TCpC
stc
PTEPcgrcPslOcPcpcPstOn Zstn
12 PcPcpitirPcpc
stet
The corresponding slot impedances can be found from (4.4).
(4.12a)
(4.12b)
(4.12c)
(4.12d)
(4.13)
(4.14a)
(4.14b)
4.2 NUMERICAL RESULTS
The frequency dependent characteristics of the coupled strip-slot structureare
shown in Fig. 4.1. As frequency is increased, the effective dielectric constant also
increases. A higher er leads to a higher effective dielectric constant. The c-mode
transadmittance me decreases and the it-mode transadmittancemir changes slightly for
the substrate with er = 2.2, while me first decreases and then increases slightly and
Imirl increases insignificantly for the substrate with er= 9.8. Both me and Imrcl for the
case of Cr = 9.8 are larger than those for the case of er = 2.2. The ic-mode strip
impedance Zstrc decreases, whereas the c-mode strip impedance Zste increases. There
exists a point where Zstc= Zan for the substrate with er =2.2.79
The effect of the substrate thicknesson the effective dielectric constant, the
transadmittance, and the strip impedance is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. A thicker substrate
results in a higher 7E-mode and a lower c-mode effective dielectric constants. As the
substrate thickness is increased, al, decreases and Irani hasno significant change. The
strip impedance increases. This is consistent with the impedance variation ofa single
strip line.
The dependence of the characteristics of the structureon the position of the
strip center with the slot center located at the E-planecenter of the waveguide is
shown in Fig. 4.3. As the strip center deviates from the slot center, the effective
dielectric constant of the c-mode first increases and then decreases. On the contrary,
the effective dielectric constant of the ic -mode first decreases and then increases. lincl
initially rises sharply and then drops slowly, whilerrin changes insignificantly. Zste
remains unchanged, whereas Zot decreases froma very large value to a value slightly
smaller than Zstc.
The variations of the effective dielectric constant, the transadmittance, and the
strip impedance with the position of the slot center fora centered strip line is plotted
in Fig. 4.4. As the slot center deviates from the stripcenter, the changes in the
effective dielectric constants and the strip impedancesare similar to those in the case
shown in Fig. 4.3. me initially decreases drastically and then increases slightly. The
value of mn is negative and very small.
Fig. 4.5 shows that the dependence of the characteristicson the position of the
strip and slot centers when the strip and the slot deviate from the E-planecenter with
the same distance in the same direction. As the offset S is increased, the effective
dielectric constant changes slightly. 'Tic decreases rapidly, whilemit remains very
small. Zstc changes slightly, whereas Zstn decreases from infinityto a large value. Part80
of Zsur is not shown due to its relatively large value, which isbeyond the scale of the
figure.
In addition, the dependence of the characteristicson the separation between
the strip and slot centers when the strip and the slot deviate from the E-planecenter
with the same distance but in the opposite directions is shown in Fig. 4.6.As the
offset S is increased, the effective dielectric constant of the c-mode first increasesand
then decreases, whereas that of the ic-mode first decreases and thenincreases. me, first
falls rapidly and then rises, whilenin remains very small. Zste changes insignificantly,
whereas Zst,, decreases sharply from infinityto a value smaller than Zste.
Fig. 4.7 shows that the influence of the strip widthon the characteristics. As
the strip width is increased, the effective dielectricconstant increases. me first
increases and then decreases, whilernm decreases slightly. Both Zste and Zstit decrease.
The effect of the slot width on various characteristicparameters of the
structure is illustrated in Fig. 4.8. It can be seen that as the slot width is increased, the
effective dielectric constant of the c-mode has onlya slightly variation and that of the
rt-mode decreases monotonously. me first decreases and then increases,whereas mrE
changes insignificantly. Zste increases slightly, while Zan increasesrapidly.
The variations of the effective dielectric constant, the transadmittance, and the
strip impedance with a lateral displacement of the substrateare plotted in Fig. 4.9. In
general, the displacement has onlya little effect on the characteristics. When the
substrate is laterally displaced close toa side wall, the c-mode effective dielectric
constant only has a small change and the change in the n-mode effective dielectric
constant is relatively larger. Although mit shows no significant change,me has a small
increase. Zge decreases when the strip is closerto the side wall and it has almost no
change when the slot is closer to the side wall.ZOO increases when the slot is closer to
the side wall and decreases when the strip is closerto the side wall.81
4.3 SUMMARY
The coupled strip-slot structure is characterized with the assumption which
ensures that the resultant impedance matrix of the structure is symmetric in a lossless,
linear, and isotropic medium. The impedance and propagation characteristics of the
structure are illustrated through the numerical results.8
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5. QUASI-TEM CHARACTERISTICS OF LAYERED MULTICONDUCTOR
STRIP-SLOT STRUCTURES
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The layered multiconductor strip-slot structures such as those shown in Fig.
5.1 have not only been used in microwave circuits [28, 45, 46], but are increasingly
used in electronic packagings and VLSI interconnections [47]. Due to the inherent
difficulties in the analysis of the structures, a full-wave analysis can only provide
solutions for the propagation characteristics of the structures, which alone is not
sufficient to develop an equivalent circuit model for their applications in VLSI and92
microwave circuits. Since a frequency dependent circuit model of thestructures is not
available to date, a quasi-TEM, though approximate, circuit model for thestructures
will be invaluable for the applications in VLSI and microwave circuits.The quasi-
TEM solutions yield quite accurate resultsat low microwave frequencies.
In this chapter, the characteristics of various layered multiconductor strip-slot
structures are presented on the basis of the quasi-TEM spectral domain analysis
formulated in Chapter 2. First, the effects of the basis functions representing the
charge distributions on the strips and the ground plane conductors and of the
summation terms used in the analysison the accuracy of the computational results are
discussed. Second, the effect of the shieldingcase is studied. Then, the results of the
coupled strip lines with one and two slotson the ground plane are shown in various
figures. Later, the characteristics of double-sided strip lines witha slot on the
common ground are presented. Finally, some examples are given to illustrate the
applications of the structures in the far-end crosstalk reduction in digital circuit
systems.
5.1 BASIS FUNCTIONS AND SUMMATION TERMS
The singularity of the charge distribution in the vicinity of sharp edgesmakes
it necessary to consider the edge conditions in selectingbasis functions, which
approximate the true charge distributions, to speedup the convergence of the
calculation. The same basis functions used in the full-wave analysis forthe electric
fields on the slots are used witha modification which guarantees that the charge
distribution at the corner of the ground plane and the shieldingcase equals to zero.
More specifically, the odd functions whichare only defined in half of the space
region are used for the charge distributionson the ground conductors connected to the
shielding case.93
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Fig. 5.2 Effect of the number of basis functions on capacitance withg
and Cr as parameters (a=14.4, b=21d, d=0.635, h1 =l0d, w=0.6, s=0.3,
length unit: mm).
Since all other parameters in the quasi-TEM analysisare derived from the
capacitances, it is sufficient to examine theconvergence of the capacitance
calculation. Fig. 5.2 indicates that as the number of the basis functions increases, the
capacitance asymptotically approaches theupper bound of the true capacitance when
1,500 summation terms are used in the calculation. The difference between the results
of using six basis functions and those of using eight basis functions is negligibly
small. The use of more basis functions will not significantly improve theaccuracy of
the results, while it reduces the computational efficiency. Therefore, theuse of six
basis functions in the capacitance will yieldan accurate result.
The dependence of the convergence of the capacitance calculationon the
summation terms used in the spectral domain analysis is illustrated in Fig. 5.3 for the
substrate with Cr = 9.8. It can be seen that the effect of the summationterms on the
convergence is trivial when more than 600 summation terms is used.94
In the following calculations, six basis functions and 1,500 summationterms
are used to guarantee a sufficient accuracy in the capacitance calculation.
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5.2 EFFECT OF THE SHIELDING CASE
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The effect of the walls of the shielding case on the capacitance calculations
depends on the case dimension. If the case is too small, it interacts strongly with the
strips and the ground plane slots. If it is too large,more expansion terms are needed to
ensure an accurate results. The influence of the top and bottom walls on the
capacitance is shown in Fig. 5.4, where the distance from the top wallto the strip
lines and that from the bottom wall to the ground plane have beenset equal. It is
observed that as long as the distance is large enough,say, eight time larger than the
substrate thickness, the effect from the top and bottom wallscan be neglected. A
similar effect from the side walls of the shieldingcase is demonstrated in Fig. 5.5 as a
function of the ratio of the distance from the center of the broad wallto either of the
side walls to the strip width. It is seen that the overall effect from the side walls is
small.
Even Mode
_ _ _ Odd Mode
Er=9-8
et=2.22
19 24
Fig. 5.5 Effect of side walls on capacitance wither as a parameter
(b=21d, d=0.635, h1 =l0d, w=-0.6, s=0.3, g=1.0, length unit: mm).
Therefore, it is concluded that the wall effect is insignificant with h1 and h2__
10d and a > 22.5w, which will be used in the following calculations.96
5.3 SYMMETRIC TWO STRIPS WITH A GROUND PLANE SLOT
The analysis of the coupled strip lines with a ground plane slot has been
presented in [28], where the characteristic impedances and the normalized
wavelengths were computed with the knowledge of the line capacitances. However,
information on the line capacitances as well as inductances was not made available in
[28]. The information on the line capacitances and inductances is of great interest in
studying signal crosstalks and distortions in electronic packagings and
interconnections used in VLSI digital circuits. One way to reduce crosstalk between
interconnects is to increase the distance between them. However, the limited area
available on a circuit chip or chip module makes it almost impractical to increase the
distance between interconnects. Hence, there is a necessity to find an alternative to
reduce the crosstalk. Introducing ground plane slots is one of possible choices.
Shown in Fig. 5.6 is the effect of the ground plane slot on the capacitance,
inductance, effective dielectric constant, and impedance. As the slot width is
increased, C11 first decreases and then increases and finally decreases again, while
L11 changes in a way just opposite to C11. Both IC121 and L12 increase. The change in
capacitances for a substrate with a large value of er is more significant than that fora
substrate with a small value of E. The effective dielectric constant first decreases and
then increases and finally decreases again. The change in the even mode effective
dielectric constant is relatively large. The even and odd mode effective dielectric
constant can be equalized by changing the slot width. Both even and odd mode
impedances increase. The odd mode impedance has only a small variation, whereas
the change in the even mode impedance covers a widerange.
The variations of the capacitance, inductance, effective dielectric constant, and
impedance as a function of the substrate thickness is depicted in Fig. 5.7. As the
substrate thickness is increased, C11 decreases monotonically, while IC121, L11, and97
L12 all increase. The effective dielectric constant first increases and then decreases for
the substrate with er = 9.8. In the case of er= 2.22, the even mode effective dielectric
constant first increases and then decreases, whereas that of the odd mode decreases.
The even and odd mode impedances both increase, but the increase in theeven mode
impedance is much faster than that in the odd mode impedance.
The dependence of the capacitance, inductance, effective dielectric constant,
and impedance on the strip width is illustrated in Fig. 5.8. As the strip width is
increased, C11 and 1C121 increase while L11 and L12 decrease. The effective dielectric
constant increases slightly, whereas the impedance decreases.
Increasing the separation between the strips leads toa decrease in the mutual
capacitance and inductance as shown in Fig. 5.9. As the separation is increased, CI
decreases while L11 increases. The effective dielectric constant first increases and
then decreases. It is more pronounced in thecase of er = 9.8. The even mode
impedance decreases, whereas the odd mode impedance increases. Botheven and odd
mode impedances converge to the impedance ofa single strip line and the mutual
terms will vanish for a large separation.
In general, the even mode effective dielectric constant and impedanceare
more sensitive to a change in the structural parameters than those of the odd mode.
5.4 SYMMETRIC THREE STRIPS WITH A GROUND PLANE SLOT
The capacitance, inductance, effective dielectric constant, and modal
impedance [48] of the symmetric coupled three strips witha ground plane slot as a
function of the slot width is shown in Fig. 5.10. As the slot width is increased, the self
capacitance CH and the self inductance L11 of the side strip behave ina similar
manner as those in the symmetric coupled two strips with a ground plane slot.
Whereas the self capacitance of the center strip C22 decreases, the self inductance of98
the center strip L22 increases correspondingly. The mutual capacitancebetween the
side and the center strips IC121 first decreases and then increases, whilethe mutual
inductance between the side and thecenter strips L12 first increases and then
decreases and finally increases again. The mutual capacitance IC131 and themutual
inductance L13 between the side strips experience three differentchanges: increase,
decrease, and again increase. While the effective dielectricconstants of both the even-
even and the even-odd modes decrease continuously, that of the odd mode first
decreases and then increases and finally decreases again. However, it isconfined
within those of the other two modes. The odd mode impedance initially increases and
then decreases and again increases after reachinga local minimum. The even-even
mode impedance, like the odd mode impedance, undergoes three regions:increase,
decrease, and again increase. In addition, its variationcovers a wide range of
impedance values. The impedancecurve of the even-odd mode looks like a bell-
shaped one. It has intersection points with those of the odd andeven-even modes.
The variations of the capacitance, inductance, effective dielectricconstant, and
modal impedance with the substrate thicknessare indicated in Fig. 5.11. As the
substrate thickness is increased, the self capacitances C11 and C22decrease and the
self inductances L11 and L22 increase correspondingly. All themutual capacitances
and inductances increase. The effective dielectricconstant of the odd mode has only a
slight change. The effective dielectricconstant of the even-even mode decreases,
while that of the even-odd mode increases. The impedancesof both odd and even-
even modes increase, whereas that of the even-odd mode decreases.
The dependence of the capacitance, inductance, effective dielectricconstant,
and modal impedance on the center strip width is shown in Fig.5.12. As the center
strip width is increased, C11 hasa small decrease, whereas L11 has a slight increase.
C22 rises due to the increase in thecenter strip width, which results in a decrease in99
L22. Here, all the mutual capacitances and inductances decrease. The effective
dielectric constants of the odd and the even-odd modes decrease, while that of the
even-even mode increases. The odd mode impedance increases, whereas those of the
even-even and the even-odd modes decrease.
The effect of the side strip width on the capacitance, inductance, effective
dielectric constant, and modal impedance is plotted in Fig. 5.13. As the side strip
width is increased, C11 increases and L11 decreases. It is observed that the side strip
width only slightly affects C22 and L22. All the mutual termsexcept IC131 decreases.
IC131 increases because of the increase in the coupling betweentwo side strips. The
effective dielectric constants of both the odd mode and the even-odd mode decrease,
while that of the even-even mode increases. All the modal impedances decrease
monotonically.
The influence of the separation between the center and side stripson the
capacitance, inductance, effective dielectric constant, and modal impedance is shown
in Fig. 5.14. As the separation is increased, the self capacitances decrease while the
self inductances increase correspondingly. All of mutual capacitances and inductances
decrease. The overall change in the effective dielectric constant is relatively small.
The odd and even-odd mode impedances increase, while theeven-even mode
impedance decreases.
5.5 SYMMETRIC THREE STRIPS WITH TWO GROUND PLANE SLOTS
For the symmetric coupled three strip structure, there isa conducting strip on
the ground plane when two symmetric slotsare introduced on the ground plane. If the
length of the ground plane strip is much longer than that of the other strips,the
ground plane strip can be consideredas a floating conductor, which has a zero-sum
charge [49]. Otherwise, it should be treatedas a strip line instead of a ground100
conductor due to its inability of being connected to the ground without altering the
physical structure.
The effect of a floating conductor in the symmetric three strip lines with two
ground plane slots on the capacitance, inductance, effective dielectric constant, and
modal impedance is shown in Fig. 5.15. When the slot width is zero, that is, there is
no slot on the ground plane, it is just simply a symmetric coupled three strip lines. As
the slot width is increased, Cu first decreases and then increases slightly and finally
decreases again after it reaches a maximum. However, the overall change in C11 is
relatively small. C22 has a relatively large decrease. On the other hand, both L11 and
L22 increase. The mutual capacitances and inductances also increase. The effective
dielectric constants of the even-even and the even-odd modes decrease first rapidly
and then slowly, whereas that of the odd mode first decreases quickly and then
increases slowly and later decreases again. The odd and even-even mode impedances
first increase and then decrease and finally increase again. The change in the odd
mode impedance is relatively small, while that in the even-even mode is more drastic.
The even-odd mode impedance first rises and then drops. It is seen that there are
intersection points where the even-odd mode and the odd or the even-even mode
impedances are equal. When the inner edges of the two slots merge together, it
becomes a symmetric coupled three strip lines with one ground plane slot, which has
been discussed in the previous section.
The influence of a ground plane strip line in the symmetric coupled three strip
line structure with two ground plane slots on the capacitance, inductance, effective
dielectric constant, and modal impedances is illustrated in Fig. 5.16, where C44 and
L44 are the self capaciatance and inductance of the ground plane strip, C14 and L14are
the mutual capaciatance and inductance between the side and the ground plane strips,
and C24 and L24 are the mutual capacitance and inductance between the center and the101
ground plane strips. Since the structure is a four line system, there are four
fundamental modes associated with it. Modes a, b, and c correspond to the odd, even-
even, and even-odd modes in the structure with a floating conductor, whereas mode d
is due to the existence of the ground plane strip line. As the slot width is increased,
the self capacitances decrease while the self inductances increase. IC121 and IC131
increase, whereas IC241 decreases. IC141 first increases and then decreases. All the
mutual inductances increase. The effective dielectric constants of modes a and c first
increase and then decrease. The effective dielectric constant of mode b just simply
decreases, while that of mode d first decreases and then increases. The impedances of
modes a and b first decrease and then increase, while those of modes c and d both
increase. The changes in the impedances of modesa, b, and c are small, but the
change in the impedance of mode d is quite large.
5.6 DOUBLE-SIDED STRIP LINES WITH A GROUND PLANE SLOT
Two different double-sided strip line structures with a ground plane slot are
illustrated in Fig. 5.17. One is symmetric to the ground plane (GPS); the other
symmetric to the slot center (SCS). These structures could be useful in microwave
filter, VLSI interconnection, and PCB applications.
Fig. 5.18 shows the capacitance, inductance, effective dielectric constant, and
modal impedance of the two different structures as a function of the distance between
the strip and the slot centers, i.e., the strip offset s. It can be seen thatas s is increased,
the self capacitances increase and self inductances decrease for both structures. The
difference between the self capacitances is relatively small, so is that between the self
inductances. The mutual capacitances and inductances decrease. However, the mutual
capacitance and inductance of the SCS structure drop much faster than those of the
GPS structure. The differences between the mutual capacitances and between the102
mutual inductances are quite significant as s is further increased. The odd mode
effective dielectric constant of the GPS structure is a constant, while that of the even
mode first increases and then decreases and eventually increases again. On the other
hand, the odd mode effective dielectric constant of the SCS structure first increases
and then decreases and later increases again, whereas its even mode counterpart
experiences a similar change as that in the GPS structure. One thing is worth noting
that there is an intersection point where the even and the odd mode effective dielectric
constants are equal in the SCS structure. The even mode impedances decrease for
both structures. The odd mode impedance of the GPS structure is a constant, while
that of the SCS structure first increases and then decreases. The even and the odd
mode impedances converge to each other as s becomes very large.
Since their self capacitances as well as self inductances are very close to each
other and the mutual capacitance and inductance of the SCS structure are smaller than
those of the GPS structure, the former should be favored in the VLSI interconnection
and PCB applications for the crosstalk reduction.
5.7 APPLICATIONS
The layered multiconductor strip-slot structures can be used in electronic
packagings and VLSI interconnections for reducing far-end crosstalk. Crosstalk is an
increasingly important factor in high-speed circuit interconnection design due to the
increases in the clock frequency and integration density in VLSI circuits [1, 47, 50].
The crosstalk can be reduced by increasing the separation between the interconnects,
i.e., the transmission lines. However, difficulties arise in the design when the area
used by the interconnects is limited. The far-end crosstalk reduction in the coupled
interconnects is obtainable by introducing ground plane slots, which add more103
freedom in the interconnection design without increasing the area used by the
interconnects and without significantly increasing the near-end crosstalk.
The capacitances and inductances calculated in the proceeding sections can be
used in a SPICE model [48] to study the crosstalk reduction in coupled interconnects
with ground plane slots. In the following examples, an non-ideal input step signal
with the magnitude of one volts and the rise time of 100 ps is employed as an input.
In addition, a substrate of cr = 9.8 is used. The length of the interconnects is chosen to
be 5 cm long and all of the interconnects are terminated with resistors of 50 SI as
shown in Fig. 5.19.
The near- and far-end crosstalks of the symmetrically coupled two
interconnects with a ground plane slot are plotted in Fig. 5.20 as a function of the slot
width. As the slot width is increased, the magnitude of the far-end crosstalk decreases
from a large negative value to a small negative value. A further increase in the slot
width results in a positive far-end crosstalk, which suggests that a zero far-end
crosstalk is achievable with the width of an appropriate value. On the other hand, the
near-end crosstalk increases with the slot width. However, the increase in the near-
end crosstalk is relatively small. If the near-end crosstalk is of less concern in the
high-speed digital circuits, a zero far-end crosstalk is naturally the best choice.
Otherwise, a trade-off between the far- and the near-end crosstalks is needed. A 50%
reduction in the far-end crosstalk is obtainable with the ground plane slot, while the
relatively small near-end crosstalk has no significant increase. It is also possible to
equalize the magnitude of the near-end crosstalk with that of the far-end crosstalk by
changing the slot width.
The reason for the far-end crosstalk to change from a negative value to a
positive value is due to the fact that the even mode travels faster than the odd mode
with a large slot on the ground plane, while it travels slower than the odd mode witha104
small slot or without any slot on the ground plane. This is indicated in Fig. 5.6(b)
where the effective dielectric constants of theeven and odd modes are plotted as a
function of the slot width. When the even and odd modes travel atan equal speed, a
zero far-end crosstalk can be realized if the interconnects are terminated with a
matched impedance Zo= J Zoo Zoe, where Zoo and Zoe are the odd and even mode
impedances of the structure.
For the symmetric three-strip interconnects shown in Fig. 5.1(d), two
symmetric ground plane slots are introduced to reduce the far-end crosstalk. The
ground plane strip between the slots can be treatedas either a floating conductor or a
short-circuited transmission line. The ground plane strip is consideredas a floating
conductor when it is much longer than the interconnect length, otherwise it has to be
treated as a transmission line with its two terminals connected to the ground. The
input signal can be connected to eitherone of the side interconnects or the center one.
When the input is connected to a side interconnect, all three modesare excited. When
it is linked with the center interconnect, only theeven-even and the even-odd mode
are excited.
First, consider that a side interconnect is excited and the ground plane stripas
a floating conductor. The near- and far-end crosstalks as a function of the slot width
are shown in Fig. 5.21. As the slot width is increased, the peak of the center line far-
end crosstalk changes from a large negative value toa small positive one, while that
of the center line near-end crosstalk hasa relatively small increase. The side line far-
end crosstalk changes from a small negative value toa significantly large positive
value, whereas the side line near-end crosstalk initially increases slightly and then
changes from a small positive value to a small negative value. A further increase in
the slot width worsens the center line crosstalk.105
It is reasonable to reduce the center line far-end crosstalk by at least 30%
without significantly increasing the center line and the side line near-end crosstalks.
When the center interconnect is excited, the near- and the far-end crosstalks on the
side interconnects are found to be same as those on the center interconnect with the
input connected to a side interconnect. Time domain responses from the SPICE
simulation are shown in Fig. 5.22 for the coupled two interconnects with a ground
plane slot with g = 0 and 0.9 mm and in Fig. 5.23 for the coupled three-strip
interconnects with two ground plane slots and with the input connected to a side
interconnect for g = 0 and 0.6 mm, respectively.
Now, let the ground plane strip be treated as an additional transmission line
with its terminals short-circuited and the input be connected to a side interconnect.
Shown in Fig. 5.24 are the peak values of the near- and far-end crosstalks. As the slot
width is increased, the peak values of the far-end crosstalks decrease. While the
center line near-end crosstalk has a relatively small increase, the side line near-end
crosstalk initially increases and then decreases slightly. When the two slots merge to
become a large slot, the center line far-end and the side line near-end crosstalks reach
their minimums while the center line near-end and the side line far-end crosstalks
reach their maximums. A 45% reduction in the center line far-end crosstalk can be
realized, whereas the near-end crosstalks are still kept at relatively low levels. When
the center line is excited, the corresponding crosstalks are again same as those on the
center line with the input connected to a side line.
The effect of an extra length AL on both sides of the ground plane strip with
the open- and short-circuited terminations on the crosstalks is shown in Fig. 5.25.
When AL = 0, the far-end crosstalks in the open-circuited case are better than those in
the short-circuited case. When AL2L the open- and short-circuited ground plane
strips have the same effect on the crosstalks for the given example. This is due to the106
fact that AL introduces a long delay so that the reflected signals from theopen- and
short-circuited ends can be negligible in the digital system. On the other hand, it is
seen that the crosstalks are far different from those shown in Fig. 5.21. This could be
partly due to the discontinuity in the ground plane strip.
The SPICE simulation results for AL = 0 are shown in Fig. 5.26 for g= 0 and
1.0 mm. It is observed that a small ringing effectappears in all of the responses due to
the presence of the short-circuited ground plane strip.
Fig. 5.27 shows some experimental results of the coupled two strips with a
ground plane slot and the coupled three strips with two ground plane slots and a short-
circuited ground plane strip. The step input signal with the magnitude of 250 mV and
the rise time of 30 ps was connected to the center interconnect for the three-strip two-
slot structure. The experimental results indicate that the ground plane slotscan indeed
reduce the far-end crosstalk.
The mechanism for the far-end crosstalk reduction in the symmetric coupled
two strip lines with one ground slot is different from that in the symmetric coupled
three strip lines with two ground plane slots. While the far-end crosstalk reduction in
the former is realized by controlling thewave propagation velocities of the odd and
the even mode with the ground plane slot, the reduction in the latter is obtained by
mainly changing the polarities of the modal voltagesor currents on the lines with the
ground plane slots. As can be seen in Figs. 5.10, 5.15, and 5.16, the velocities of the
even-even and the even-odd modes cannot be equalized by just simply changing the
ground plane slot width.107
5.8 SUMMARY
The capacitances, inductances, effective dielectric constants, and modal
impedances of various strip-slot structures are calculated by the quasi-TEM spectral
technique. The calculated results are used in the SPICE model to study the crosstalk
reduction in digital systems. The simulation results show that slotson the ground
plane can reduce the far-end crosstalk in the coupled interconnects, which are
validated by the experimental results.-.4600:
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The full-wave modal analysis and quasi-TEM spectral domain technique have
been introduced to characterize the layered multiconductor coupled slot and strip-slot
structures. The solutions for the differential equations (the Helmholtz equation in the
full-wave analysis and the Laplace equation in the quasi-TEM analysis) together with
the boundary conditions lead to sets of algebraic equations interrelating the sources (J
and p) to the resultant field and potential (E and (0) at the interfaces of the layered
structure. Implementation of the Galerkin method to these equations yields the results
for the propagation constants in the full-wave analysis or for the unknown coefficients
of the charge distributions in the quasi-TEM analysis. Once the propagation constants
or the charge distribution coefficients are found, all the other characteristics of the
structures can be readily derived. One of the advantages of using the modal analysis
lies in its ability to incorporate finite metal thickness and waveguide grooves, which
play a significant role in the design of fin line circuits [6]. The application of the
spectral domain technique is primarily confined to the structures with infinitesimal
metal thickness, though it can be extended to the structures with moderate metal
thickness [45].
For a multiple coupled line structure in a lossless, linear, and isotropic
medium, a resultant impedance matrix of the structure must be symmetric. The
usefulness of different impedance definitions proposed for the multiple coupled line
structures in the literature has been examined. It is found that the impedance matrix
derived from the modal impedance definition given in [32] for multiple coupled strip
lines satisfies the symmetry. Therefore, it is used to study the impedance
characteristics of the unilateral and as well as bilateral coupled two-slot and
symmetric three-slot fin line structures. The calculated results are used to design the129
coupled fin line directional couplers as illustrated in the examples, which demonstrate
the applications of the coupled line structures. Effects of the finite metal thickness and
waveguide grooves on the impedance characteristics of the multiple coupled fin line
structures are of interest in practical applications and should be included in any future
study of these structures.
In the full-wall analysis of the coupled strip-slot line structure, the symmetry
of the resultant impedance matrix is ensured by assuming that the ratio of the
coupling power contributed by the strip line to the total coupling power in the strip
mode is equal to that of the coupling power contributed by the slot line to the total
power in the slot mode. Before a useful circuit model can be built for the applications
of such structure in microwave circuits, a rigorous proof of the assumption needs to
be done. Otherwise, new definitions for the voltages and currents in the coupled strip-
slot structure have to be introduced. Once this simplest form of the coupled strip-slot
structure is fully characterized, its natural extension to the multiple coupled strip-slot
structures should be explored.
The quasi-TEM calculations of the capacitances, inductances, effective
dielectric constants, and modal impedances for various strip-slotstructures are
presented, which are used to study the far-end crosstalk reduction in digital systems.
The SPICE simulation of the coupled multiport and measured results show that the
ground plane slots reduce the far-end crosstalk in the interconnects. While the
velocities of the even and odd modes in the coupled two strip linescan be equalized
with the ground plane slot, those of even-even and even-odd in the symmetric
coupled three strip lines cannot be made equal by simply changing the slot width.
However, the difference in mode velocitiescan be reduced. In the three strip line
structure with two ground plane slots, the ground plane strip between the slots is
treated as either a floating conductor or a transmission line short-circuitedat its both130
terminals. The short-circuited transmission line results in a ringing effect in the time
domain response. One way to reduce the ringing effect is to open meshes on ground
plane instead of slots [51]. Additional experimental and theoretical work in this area
is warranted because of its applications in multichip module and other high
performance packaging technologies.131
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